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ABSTRACT: Future projections of precipitation change over tropical land are often enhanced by vegetation responses to

CO2 forcing in Earth systemmodels. Projected decreases in rainfall over theAmazon basin and increases over theMaritime

Continent are both stronger when plant physiological changes are modeled than if these changes are neglected, but the

reasons for this amplification remain unclear. The responses of vegetation to increasing CO2 levels are complex and un-

certain, including possible decreases in stomatal conductance and increases in leaf area index due to CO2 fertilization. Our

results from an idealized atmospheric general circulation model show that the amplification of rainfall changes occurs even

when we use a simplified vegetation parameterization based solely on CO2-driven decreases in stomatal conductance,

indicating that this mechanism plays a key role in complex model projections. Based on simulations with rectangular

continents we find that reducing terrestrial evaporation to zerowith increasingCO2 notably leads to enhanced rainfall over a

narrow island. Strong heating and ascent over the island triggermoisture advection from the surrounding ocean. In contrast,

over larger continents rainfall depends on continental evaporation. Simulations with two rectangular continents repre-

senting South America and Africa reveal that the stronger decrease in rainfall over the Amazon basin seen in Earth system

models is due to a combination of local and remote effects, which are fundamentally connected to South America’s size and

its locationwith respect toAfrica. The response of tropical rainfall to changes in evapotranspiration is thus connected to size

and configuration of the continents.
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1. Introduction

Simulations using Earth system models (ESMs) suggest that

the plant physiological response to increasing CO2 results in an

amplification of precipitation changes over the Maritime

Continent and theAmazon basin (Swann et al. 2016; Chadwick

et al. 2017; Skinner et al. 2017; Kooperman et al. 2018). This

means that precipitation (P) decreases more strongly over the

Amazon basin and increases more strongly over the Maritime

Continent when vegetation changes are included compared to

modeling experiments in which these changes are neglected

(Chadwick et al. 2017; Kooperman et al. 2018). Several re-

cent studies (Chadwick et al. 2017; Kooperman et al. 2018;

Langenbrunner et al. 2019; Saint-Lu et al. 2019) have focused

on the response of precipitation to CO2-driven plant physi-

ological changes in isolation from radiative-transfer changes

or vice versa [here: ‘‘physiology’’-style simulations and

‘‘radiation’’-style simulations, such as ‘‘esmFixClim1’’ and

‘‘esmFdBk1,’’ respectively, in phase 5 of the CoupledModel

Intercomparison Project; Taylor et al. (2012)]. However, a

mechanistic understanding of the processes that govern the

DP amplification due to plant physiological changes over the

Amazon basin and the Maritime Continent in full ESM sim-

ulations (where both vegetation and radiation components of

the models respond to CO2 forcing) is still lacking (Chadwick

et al. 2019).

ESMs include parameterizations of several plant physio-

logical responses to increasing CO2, which have opposing

effects on evapotranspiration (E). On the one hand, plants

reduce the aperture of their stomata—small pores on their

leaves which regulate the exchange of gases and water with

the atmosphere—in response to elevated CO2 concentrations

(Sellers et al. 1996; Ainsworth and Long 2005; Swann 2018).

This can result in reduced E over land. On the other hand,

CO2 fertilization can increase the leaf area index (Mahowald

et al. 2016; Skinner et al. 2018; Kooperman et al. 2018) es-

pecially in water-limited regions (Donohue et al. 2013), which

could in turn enhanceE. While the net response of vegetation

to CO2 forcing is unclear in natural ecosystems, recent

modeling studies suggest that the decrease in stomatal con-

ductance dominate over the increases in leaf area in terms of

evapotranspiration in ESMs (Swann et al. 2016; Skinner et al.

2017; Swann 2018; Zarakas et al. 2020).
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Over land, moisture for rainfall is provided by local evapo-

transpiration and by advection. Hence, changes in evapo-

transpiration (DE) over continents can have a large impact on

DP, especially in areas where P depends on E from land sur-

faces (van der Ent et al. 2010). For example, evaporation from

theAmazon rain forest represents a crucial moisture source for

local precipitation and for rainfall further downwind in the

Río de la Plata basin (Spracklen et al. 2012; Martinez and

Dominguez 2014). Loss of the Amazon rain forest through

deforestation therefore has the potential to lead to decreases in

P not only locally but also further downwind.

The relationship between DP and DE varies from one tropical

land region to another. For example, in the physiology-style ESM

simulations, P increases over the Maritime Continent and de-

creases over the Amazon basin, even though E decreases over

both regions (Skinner et al. 2017; Kooperman et al. 2018; Saint-

Lu et al. 2019). The increase over the Maritime Continent

despite the decrease in E in those simulations has been linked

to a warming-induced enhancement of ascent over the islands,

which draws in moisture from the surrounding ocean (Kooperman

et al. 2018; Saint-Lu et al. 2019; Chadwick et al. 2019). The

P decrease over the Amazon basin in those simulations has

been connected to circulation changes with enhanced ascent

over the Andes driving the P decrease over the Amazon basin

(Saint-Lu et al. 2019) or reinforcing it (Langenbrunner et al. 2019).

Using the idealized atmospheric general circulation modeling

framework ‘‘Isca’’ (Vallis et al. 2018) we design experiments of

varying complexity with Earth-like continents and idealized

rectangular, flat continents. We include a simplified parameteri-

zation of the vegetation response to increasingCO2 in Isca, namely

an increased resistance to evaporation over land (mimicking a

decrease in stomatal conductance at highCO2), in order to gain an

understanding of the DP amplification due to vegetation changes

over continents of various sizes.

In simulations with realistic continents, we find that includ-

ing our simple representation of stomatal closure leads to

stronger P decreases over parts of the Amazon basin and

stronger increases over the Maritime Continent, as expected

from ESMs. This suggests that decreases in stomatal conduc-

tance (which likely dominate evapotranspiration changes, as

discussed above) play a key role in tropical DP projections

from complex models, consistent with e.g., Swann et al. (2016),

Chadwick et al. (2017), and Kooperman et al. (2018) for the

Amazon basin. In addition, it means that our idealized model

is complex enough to capture the amplification of DP seen

in ESMs in response to plant physiological changes, while si-

multaneously being simple enough to allow us to design highly

idealized experiments in order to investigate the mechanisms

governing these rainfall changes.

In our simulations with rectangular continents, we find that

P increases under a doubling of CO2 for the narrowest conti-

nent (with a width comparable to the Philippines). The P in-

crease north of the equator is stronger when land surface

evaporation completely ceases in the high CO2 climate than if

terrestrial evaporation remains possible. For wider continents,

moisture for rainfall must be provided by continental evapo-

ration and thus P strongly decreases when terrestrial E is

switched off at high CO2.

In Pietschnig et al. (2019), we studied rainfall changes

without stomatal closure over two idealized rectangular

continents representing Africa and America. We found that

warming-induced circulation changes over idealized Africa led

to P decreases (i.e., ‘‘drying’’) over idealized America south of

the equator (in parts of the ‘‘idealized Amazon basin’’). In

contrast, in the absence of idealized Africa, P increased over

idealizedAmerica. Here, we find that the strength of this remote

drying influence of idealized Africa on the idealized Amazon

basin is fairly independent of the vegetation response to CO2

forcing. However, we find that P decreases—instead of in-

creasing—over parts of the idealized Amazon basin in the ab-

sence of Africa when stomatal closure is taken into account.

This local drying due to stomatal closure leads to an amplifi-

cation of the P decrease caused by circulation changes over

idealized Africa. The local drying over the idealized Amazon

basin due to stomatal closure is fundamentally related to South

America’s size, as we will show.

2. Methods

We use the modeling framework Isca (Vallis et al. 2018) to

design idealized atmospheric general circulation models in

order to study the impact of plant physiological changes on

continental DP. Isca is based on the Flexible Modeling System

(https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/fms/) software infrastructure from

theGeophysical FluidDynamics Laboratory (GFDL). Various

options concerning the configuration of the atmosphere, ocean

and land are available in Isca. Earth-like configurations range

from aquaplanets (Geen et al. 2018, 2019), via idealized con-

tinental shapes (Pietschnig et al. 2019; Laguë et al. 2021) to

realistic continents with topography (Geen et al. 2018; Thomson

and Vallis 2019; Jiménez-Esteve and Domeisen 2019). In its most

realistic Earth-like configuration, Isca compares well to ob-

servations and reanalyses (Geen et al. 2018; Thomson and

Vallis 2019; Jiménez-Esteve and Domeisen 2019).

In this study, we use the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model

(RRTM; Mlawer et al. 1997) and the simplified Betts–Miller

convection scheme (Frierson 2007). The model is run at 2.88 3
2.88 horizontal resolution with 40 unevenly spaced vertical

levels. Model fields with a vertical component are saved on

s levels by default so we interpolate these fields onto pressure

levels, albeit the difference between the original and interpolated

fields is generally small for simulations without topography.

Clouds are not represented in our model (although a simple

cloud scheme by Liu et al. 2021 is currently being integrated

into the modeling framework), but the ocean albedo is set to

0.25 and the albedo of land surfaces is set to 0.33 in all simu-

lations to account for the lack of clouds. While this approach

helps moderate the total amount of energy in our simulations,

it does not account for cloud feedbacks, which would probably

lead to a higher climate sensitivity (more warming), albeit the

magnitude of cloud feedbacks in Earth system models remains

highly uncertain (Boucher et al. 2013; Zelinka et al. 2020).

Furthermore, clouds are modified by land surface tempera-

tures and evaporation and in turn alter the energy input to the

surface and atmospheric column, hence affecting the atmo-

spheric circulation and precipitation (Laguë and Swann 2016;
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Laguë et al. 2019). In our simulations, sea surface temperatures

are prescribed (see section 2a) and thus would not be affected

by the presence of clouds.

In Isca, evaporation from the ocean surface is parameterized

by the bulk formula:

E
OC

5 rC
D
jVj(q

S
*2 q) (1)

(Vallis et al. 2018). Here, r is the density of the atmosphere,CD

is the drag coefficient, jVj is the magnitude of the velocity, and

q is the specific humidity. All of these variables are evaluated in

the lowest layer of the atmosphere. The saturation specific

humidity at surface temperature is given by qS*. Over land, the

availability of soil moisture as well as the readiness of plants to

evaporate water can reduce evaporation rates compared to the

ocean (EOC), so land evaporation (EL) is parameterized as

E
L
5C

L
E

OC
. (2)

Here, CL# 1 represents the ‘‘conductivity’’ of the land surface

to moisture. In the simplest case, CL can be set to a constant

value (Voigt et al. 2016), but this approach yields a zonally

uniform P response to CO2 forcing and does not capture the

drying over the Amazon basin (Pietschnig et al. 2019). In the

traditional ‘‘bucket model’’ (Manabe 1969), the moisture

conductivity CL 5 CL,bucket is determined by the amount of

moisture in the soil. Soil moisture is replenished by P and

reduced by E. When the soil reaches saturation, excess rain-

fall is treated as runoff.Where the soil moisture (W in meters)

exceeds 75% of the field capacity (Wf), the moisture con-

ductivity CL,bucket 5 1. Where this is not the case, CL,bucket 5
W/(0.75Wf), which means that E becomes increasingly in-

hibited as soil moisture decreases (Vallis et al. 2018).

In this study, we introduce another limiting factor for land

evaporation in Eq. (2) to represent stomatal closure in re-

sponse to increasing CO2, namely the vegetation prefactor CV.

The conductivity CL thus becomes

C
L
5C

V
C

L,bucket
, (3)

where CV represents the impact of stomatal closure on

moisture conductance by the land. When CV is set to 1, land

surface evaporation is only limited by soil moisture. When

the vegetation prefactor is set to CV , 1, stomatal clo-

sure is taken into account in addition to the soil moisture

limitation.

a. Model simulations

We run Isca using several different continental configura-

tions starting with realistic continents with topography and

then turning to idealized continents of various widths. The

simulations for this study are summarized inTable 1.Atmospheric

CO2 concentrations are set to 300 ppmv in the ‘‘lowCO2’’ climate

and a zonally uniform sea surface temperature (SST) clima-

tology based on the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison

Project (AMIP, Gates 1992) is prescribed. This SST climatol-

ogy has its temperature maximum north of the equator in the

annual mean. Using zonally uniform SSTs allows us to pre-

scribe the same climatology in simulations with realistic and

idealized continents (for further justification, see Pietschnig

et al. 2019 or Cook et al. 2004). In the ‘‘highCO2’’ climate, CO2

concentrations are doubled to 600 ppmv and a uniform ocean

warming of 2.52K is applied. This warming is equal to the

tropical-mean (308S–308N) SST increase in an experiment with

realistic continents and a seasonal cycle in insolation, where

the 20-m-deep thermodynamics-only mixed-layer (or ‘‘slab’’)

ocean is free to respond to the doubling of CO2 (Pietschnig

et al. 2019).

The impact of plant physiological changes on continental

precipitation is examined using a simple parameterization of

stomatal closure. In all simulations, the stomatal conductance

is set to 100% in the lowCO2 climate [i.e., using Manabe’s

(1969) ‘‘bucket’’ hydrology]. In the highCO2 climate, stomatal

conductance is either held the same at 100% or is reduced to

0%, 20%, 50%, or 70% by setting CV in Eq. (3) to 1.0, 0.0, 0.2,

0.5, and 0.7, respectively. The model is run for 40 years in the

lowCO2 and highCO2 climates each, and averages for the re-

spective climate state are taken over years 10–40 of the simu-

lation. Changes in P or E due to the doubling of CO2 and

potential changes in stomatal conductance are calculated as the

difference between the highCO2 and lowCO2 climates (30-yr

averages each). We name the experiments in this study based

on the stomatal conductance in the highCO2 climate, i.e.,

‘‘50%cond’’ refers to a simulation with CV 5 0.5 in the

highCO2 climate and CV 5 1.0 in the lowCO2 climate. The

precipitation change is then given by

DP
50%cond

5P
highCO2

50%cond 2P
lowCO2

100%cond , (4)

and equivalently for other degrees of stomatal closure in the

highCO2 climate (i.e., 0%cond, 20%cond and so on).

TABLE 1. Experimental configurations in order of their appearance: ‘‘lowCO2’’ 5 300 ppmv CO2 and zonally symmetric SSTs based on

AMIP; ‘‘highCO2’’ 5 600 ppmv CO2 and zonally symmetric SSTs plus uniform 2.52-K ocean warming.

Name Continents Control Perturbed

RealCont 100%cond Realistic CV 5 1.0 and lowCO2 CV 5 1.0 and highCO2

RealCont 50%cond Realistic CV 5 1.0 and lowCO2 CV 5 0.5 and highCO2

68, 88, 148, 258, 1008 xx%cond Rectangles: 08–X8E, 308S–308N CV 5 1.0 and lowCO2 CV 5 0; 0.5; 1.0 and highCO2

AM xx%cond Rectangle: 08–408E, 308S–308N CV 5 1.0 and lowCO2 CV 5 0; 0.2; 0.5; 0.7; 1.0 and highCO2

AF xx%cond Rectangle: 08–608E, 308S–308N CV 5 1.0 and lowCO2 CV 5 0; 0.2; 0.5; 0.7; 1.0 and highCO2

2Cont xx%cond AM 1 AF at 408lon apart CV 5 1.0 and lowCO2 CV 5 0; 0.2; 0.5; 1.0 and highCO2

‘‘Physiology’’ 68,88, 148, 258, AM, AF, 1008 CV 5 1.0 and lowCO2 CV 5 0.5 and lowCO2

‘‘Radiation’’ 68,88, 148, 258, AM, AF, 1008 CV 5 1.0 and lowCO2 CV 5 1.0 and highCO2
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Based on large-scale CO2 experiments in natural ecosystems,

CVmight lie somewhere between 0.5 and 0.8 for an increase in the

CO2 concentration from 300 to 600ppm, depending on the plant

functional type (Ainsworth and Rogers 2007). The exact value

will also vary based on the geographical location and envi-

ronmental stress factors (Ainsworth and Long 2005; Ainsworth

and Rogers 2007). We focus mostly on the 50%cond case be-

cause it produces clearer DP changes than the 70%cond case,

without leading to an extreme drying almost everywhere as in

the 20%cond case (see Fig. 3).

First, we conduct a simulation with realistic continents

where stomatal conductance remains at 100% in the highCO2

climate (‘‘RealCont 100%cond,’’ Table 1). The DP from this

simulation is compared to a simulation with a 50% reduction

in stomatal conductance in the highCO2 climate (‘‘RealCont

50%cond’’). Second, we use idealized rectangular flat conti-

nents of various widths, which span the entire tropical band

(308S–308N, see Fig. 3). The narrowest continent covers two

grid cells of 2.88 width in the zonal direction, making the island

approximately 68 longitude wide (roughly corresponding to the

width of the Philippines). Furthermore, we study continents of

about 88, 148, 258, 408 (resembling South America, ‘‘AM’’), 608
(representing Africa, ‘‘AF’’) and 1008 longitude. All of those

simulations are run with varying degrees of stomatal closure

in the highCO2 climate and 100% conductance at lowCO2

(Table 1). Following our recent study (Pietschnig et al. 2019),

we also investigate rainfall changes for two neighboring conti-

nents (‘‘2Cont’’): idealized America (AM) and idealized Africa

(AF) at the distance of the Atlantic Ocean (408 longitude) apart,
with varying stomatal conductances in the highCO2 climate.

The change in P due to CO2 forcing in ESMs is often sepa-

rated into two components: Changes due to the plant physio-

logical response (physiology-style simulations) and changes

due to altered radiative transfer (radiation-style experiments,

Sellers et al. 1996; Swann et al. 2016; Skinner et al. 2017;

Kooperman et al. 2018; Chadwick et al. 2019). To obtain a

similar DP-decomposition, we perform an additional set of

experiments with 50% stomatal conductance in the lowCO2

climate for each of the idealized continents (Table 1). The

‘‘physiology’’ component of DP is then given by

DP
phys

5P
lowCO2

50%cond 2P
lowCO2

100%cond . (5)

The ‘‘radiation’’ component of DP can be calculated from our

experiments where stomatal conductance stays at 100% in the

highCO2 climate as

DP
rad

5P
highCO2

100%cond 2P
lowCO2

100%cond . (6)

b. The Budyko framework

We study limits on evapotranspiration over land using the

Budyko framework. This framework helps categorize land re-

gions as ‘‘moisture limited’’ or ‘‘energy limited’’ (Budyko 1974;

Milly 1994; Zhang et al. 2004; Osborne and Lambert 2018).

‘‘Potential evaporation’’ (EP) is a measure for the amount of

energy available for evaporation (Budyko 1974). It is equal to

the evaporation that would occur if the surface were saturated

(i.e., over oceans or well-watered soils). In regions where EP

(energy available for evaporation) is less than P (moisture

available for evaporation), i.e.,EP/P, 1, evapotranspiration is

classed as energy limited. Where EP/P. 1, evapotranspiration

is termed moisture limited in the Budyko framework.

In Isca, we save EP directly as model output as the evapo-

ration which would occur if the soil were saturated with water

[i.e., CL,bucket 5 1 in Eq. (3)]. Thus, EP takes changes in

stomatal conductance into account, since CL , 1 when stomatal

conductance CV is reduced even when the bucket is full

(CL,bucket 5 1). For other Earth system models, EP is not a

standard output and is usually calculated offline (Penman 1948;

Monteith 1981; Scheff and Frierson 2014;Milly andDunne 2016).

3. Results

a. Effect of stomatal closure on precipitation

In our simulation with realistic continents where stomatal

conductance is set to 100% throughout the simulation (RealCont

100%cond, Fig. 1a), most equatorial land regions (between

108S and 108N) receive more rainfall with warming, except for

South America where P decreases to the north and south of

the equator. As discussed in detail in Pietschnig et al. (2019),

DP patterns in this simulation1 are similar to the CMIP5

FIG. 1. Annual meanDP in response to a doubling of CO2 for the

realistic continents (RealCont) (a) neglecting and (b) including

changes in stomatal conductance. In (a) stomatal conductance remains

at 100% in the highCO2 climate (DP100%cond). In (b) stomatal con-

ductance is reduced to 50% in the highCO2 climate (DP50%cond). In

both cases, the stomatal conductance is 100% in the lowCO2 cli-

mate andDP is calculated using Eq. (4). (c) The difference between

the two experiments.

1 ‘‘RealCont 100%cond’’ is simply called ‘‘RC’’ in Pietschnig

et al. (2019).
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multimodel mean DP projections for the RCP8.5 scenario

comparing 2081–2100 to 1986–2005 (IPCC 2013).

Here, we focus on the impact of changes in stomatal con-

ductance with increasing CO2 concentrations on tropical

rainfall. We find that taking stomatal closure into account

(RealCont 50%cond, Fig. 1b) leads to a much stronger P de-

crease over equatorial South America than when stomata

remain open in the highCO2 climate (RealCont 100%cond,

Fig. 1a). More specifically, stronger drying occurs in the

Northeast (area ‘‘B’’ in Fig. 2a), along the southern edge

of the Amazon basin and to its East (area ‘‘C’’), and South of

the Amazon basin (area ‘‘D’’). The area of P increase along the

equator in the Amazon basin shifts southeast in 50%cond (area

‘‘A’’) compared to the 100%cond simulation (Fig. 1a). Similar to

the amplified drying over large parts of equatorial South

America,DP is also amplified over theMaritimeContinent, with

the P increase (i.e., ‘‘wetting’’) being much more pronounced in

RealCont 50%cond compared to RealCont 100%cond (Fig. 1).

Our simple representation of vegetation in Isca is thus able to

capture a sensitivity of DP to vegetation changes which is qual-

itatively similar to complex ESMs. This motivates us to inves-

tigate the amplification of DP in more idealized simulations in

order to understand ESM projections.

In a simulation with two idealized continents representing

Africa and South America and 100% stomatal conductance

in the highCO2 climate we find a similar DP behavior to the

realistic continents. Precipitation P increases over idealized Africa

and decreases over parts of idealized America (Fig. 3: row

‘‘2Cont,’’, column ‘‘100%cond’’). More importantly, when stoma-

tal conductance is reduced to 50% in the highCO2 climate (Fig. 3:

2Cont, 50%cond), the drying over parts of idealized America is

enhanced compared to the 100%cond case, while the African

continent shows no clear DP response to the change in stomatal

conductance. Similar to realistic South America, drying over ide-

alized America is amplified in 2Cont 50%cond in areas C and D

(Fig. 2b), and strong drying occurs on the east side of the idealized

continent (area B), while P increases along the equator (area A).

Comparable to the realistic Maritime Continent, a very

narrow island also sees aP increase with doubling of CO2 in the

100%cond case, and an even stronger P increase north of the

equator when stomatal conductance decreases with warming

(Fig. 3: 68, 50%cond and 100%cond). The strong P increase

over the narrow island in the 50%cond case is concentrated

north of the equator with drying elsewhere, similar to DP over

Sumatra in our RealCont 50%cond simulation (Fig. 1), but

unlike over Borneo or New Guinea where P increases over

the entire island. Differences between the narrow island

and realistic Maritime Continent could be caused by the

lack of topography, and it would be worth exploring the

effect of idealized topography (similar to e.g., Shi and

Durran 2014) on DP over the narrow continent. Note also

that the hemispherically asymmetric DP response to in-

creasing CO2 (strong increases in the Northern Hemisphere

tropics over the ocean, which is particularly noticeable in

all our idealized simulations) is caused by the prescribed

AMIP-derived SST distribution which has its annual mean

temperaturemaximum in the Northern Hemisphere (Pietschnig

et al. 2019).

The fact that the idealized continents exhibit a similar DP
behavior to the realistic continents—which in turn capture

some of the behavior of more complex models—suggests that

the insight gained from our idealized continent experiments

can contribute to our understanding of some of the warming-

induced rainfall changes seen in more complex ESMs in re-

sponse to vegetation changes.

b. Enhanced precipitation increase over a small island

Humidity for continental rainfall is provided by moisture

advection and by local evapotranspiration. The role of mois-

ture advection for DP can be investigated best in the extreme

stomatal closure scenario, where no evaporation occurs over

land surfaces in the highCO2 climate (0%cond). Shutting off

E over land in the highCO2 climate results in a P decrease over

all land regions for any continent wider than 68 longitude

(Fig. 3, column 0%cond). Only the narrowest island sees a

strong increase in P north of the equator (Figs. 3 and S1: 68, 0%
cond). It is noteworthy that the P increase in this region is

stronger when stomatal conductance is set to zero in the

B
B

AA
CC

D D

AAAAAAAAA

DDDDD

BBBBBBBBBBBBB
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

Amazon  
basin

idealized 
Amazon  

basin

FIG. 2. Annual mean DP in response to a doubling of CO2 including changes in stomatal

conductance zoomed in on (a) realistic South America from RealCont (as in Fig. 1b) and

(b) idealized America from the simulation with idealized America and Africa (2Cont, as in

Fig. 3: 2Cont ‘‘50%cond’’). The study area is separated into four regions (A, B, C, D) that

exhibit similar DP features in the realistic and idealized case.
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highCO2 climate (0%cond) than when the stomata remain

open (Fig. S2: 68 and Figs. 3 and S1: row 68).
For the narrow island (68) in the 0%cond case, temperatures

at the surface and in the lower troposphere increase (Fig. 4a)

since the land surface cannot release energy in the form of

latent heat through evapotranspiration and instead must re-

lease energy as sensible heat (Manabe et al. 1991; Dong et al.

2009). This triggers an enhancement of ascent and low-level

convergence over the island, which acts to advect moisture

from the surrounding ocean. Relative humidity above about

900 hPa increases (Fig. 5a) and so does P, despite the fact that

moisture cannot be provided locally by the land surface. The

circulation, moisture convergence and P responses over the

68 continent and the surrounding ocean are stronger when

evaporation over land is decreased to zero in the highCO2

climate than when stomatal conductance remains at 100%

(Fig. 4b). Our idealized simulation provides further evidence

for the importance of moisture advection for enhanced DP
over the islands of theMaritime Continent in response to plant

physiological changes (Kooperman et al. 2018; Saint-Lu et al.

2019; Chadwick et al. 2019), especially in the extreme case of

no terrestrial evapotranspiration.

While the 68 continent gets wetter north of the equator in the
experiment with 0% stomatal conductance in the highCO2

climate, all continents of 88 longitudinal extent or more get

drier everywhere (Fig. 3: column 0%cond and Fig. S2). For all

continents wider than 68 longitude, moisture advection from

the ocean is clearly not sufficient to increase P over land with

warming. Instead, local evapotranspiration (which does not

occur in the 0%cond experiments) is required to provide

moisture for rainfall.

Thus, in terms of DP there is a balance between the width of

the continent and the degree of stomatal closure with in-

creasing CO2. A very narrow continent sees a strongP increase

when stomatal conductance completely ceases with the CO2

perturbation (0%cond), whereas wider continents dry out in

this experiment. In simulations where stomatal conductance

stays at 100% in the highCO2 climateP is able to increase in the

FIG. 3. The DP for the idealized continents with different stomatal conductances in the highCO2 climate (x axis) and different conti-

nental widths (y axis). The DPxx%cond is calculated using Eq. (4) with stomatal conductances of 0%, 20%, 50%, 70%, and 100% (shown

from left to right) in the highCO2 climate, and with 100% stomatal conductance in the lowCO2 climate in all cases. The three horizontal

grid lines are located at 108S, 08, and 108N, and each panel spans 2008 in longitude (308W–1708E).
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entire equatorial band even over wide continents such as ide-

alizedAfrica, but the P increase is weaker in some regions than

for a moderate (50%cond) or in the case of the narrow island

even a full (0%cond) closure of stomata (Fig. 3).

c. Amplified drying of the Amazon basin

We now turn to the enhancement of the drying over South

America in response to stomatal closure projected by ESMs.

As discussed in section 3a, we find that this amplification of DP
over the Amazon basin is captured in Isca with two idealized

continents (2Cont): the drying over parts of the Amazon basin

is stronger in 2Cont 50%cond than in 2Cont 100%cond

(Fig. 3). This motivates us to focus on setups with one and two

of the idealized continents to gain a better understanding of the

drying over the Amazon basin.

In Pietschnig et al. (2019), we found that warming-induced

enhancement of ascent and rainfall over idealized Africa led

to subsidence and a decrease in P over the Atlantic Ocean

and over idealized America in areas C and D of Fig. 2b, due

to a Matsuno–Gill-type circulation anomaly (Gill 1980). In

the absence of idealized Africa, idealized America received

more rainfall in the entire equatorial band (Fig. 3: 100%cond,

FIG. 4. Doubling of CO2 induced changes in annual mean temperature (DT; colors; K) and the zonal cir-

culation (vectors) averaged over 108S–108N for the narrowest continent (68 longitude) with (a) 0% and

(b) 100% stomatal conductance in the highCO2 climate, and (c) the difference between the two cases. The

continent is located at 08 longitude. The change in the vertical velocity has been amplified by a factor of

3000 following Nie et al. (2010).

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but with changes in relative humidity (Dr in absolute %) instead of DT.
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compare AM with 2Cont). The simulations in Pietschnig et al.

(2019) are equal to the 100%cond experiments in the present

study, since no changes in stomatal conductance occurred.

Interestingly, the strength of the Matsuno–Gill-type tele-

connection between idealized Africa and America turns out to

be largely independent of stomatal closure: Fig. 6 shows the

drying influence of idealized Africa on idealized America for

the case where stomata remain open (Fig. 6a) and where sto-

mata are partly closed in the highCO2 climate (Fig. 6b). The

difference between those two simulations (Fig. 6c) is generally

small or even positive (i.e., the drying influence is weaker in

those areas in the 50%cond case). Hence, the additional de-

crease in P over parts of the idealized Amazon basin (in areas

B, C and D) when stomata are partly closed compared to when

they remain open must largely be the result of local changes,

rather than changes in the strength of the teleconnection. We

therefore investigate P changes over the idealized American

continent in isolation (AM).

Over individual idealized America, P increases in the

equatorial band under a doubling of CO2 when stomata remain

open (Fig. 3: AM, 100%cond). In contrast, P decreases over

parts of the idealized Amazon basin (areas B, C, D) when

stomata are partly closed in the highCO2 climate (Fig. 3: AM,

50%cond). The difference between these two simulations is

shown in Fig. 7. Over idealized Africa in the equatorial band,

P increases roughly by the same amount with doubling of CO2

in the 50%cond and 100%cond experiments (Figs. 8 and 3: row

AF). The DP over idealized America thus exhibits a stronger

sensitivity to changes in stomatal conductance than over ide-

alized Africa in the equatorial band.

Changes in DE and DP tend to be tightly linked over land,

since E provides moisture for P, and P provides soil moisture

for E. Over idealized Africa in the equatorial band, P and E

both increase with the doubling of CO2 in both the 100%cond

and 50%cond cases (Figs. 3 and S3, row AF). Over idealized

America along the equator (area A), P and E increase in

100%cond, but P increases much more in the 50%cond ex-

periment compared to 100%cond, despite the weak increase in

E in 50%cond. In the case with stomatal closure (50%cond),

moisture for precipitation is thus not provided locally by

evapotranspiration, but instead by moisture convergence from

surrounding areas (Fig. 9). Moisture diverges out of areas B

and parts of C and converges toward the equator (area A). The

moisture divergence out of areas B and C toward the equator

FIG. 6. Impact of idealized Africa on annual mean DP over ide-

alizedAmerica. The experiment with onlyAmerica is subtracted from

the experimentwith both continents [2Cont2AM, see alsoPietschnig

et al. (2019)] for the case where stomatal conductance (a) remains at

100% in the highCO2 climate (DP100%cond) and (b) where it is reduced

to 50% [DP50%cond from Eq. (4)]. (c) The difference between the

100%cond and 50%cond experiments.

FIG. 7. The difference in precipitation changes over individual

idealized America (AM) with a doubling of CO2 when stomata are

partly closed in the highCO2 climate (50%cond) minus when they

remain open (100%cond).

FIG. 8. Annual mean DP for all land points between 108S and

108N for individual idealized America (cyan diamonds) and ide-

alized Africa (blue stars). The case where stomatal conductance is

reduced to 50% in the highCO2 climate [DP50%cond from Eq. (4),

y axis] is plotted against the case where stomatal conductance re-

mains at 100% (DP100%cond, x axis). Total least squares regressions

were used to fit the linear regressions. The black line represents y5
x. The slope of the line for idealized Africa is k 5 1.03 with a

correlation coefficient of r5 0.77. For idealizedAmerica, the slope

of the line is 2.21, and r 5 0.56.
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leads to unfavorable conditions for rainfall in those regions in

the 50%cond experiment.

But why does E not increase in-step with P over idealized

America in 50%cond as it does over idealized Africa?

Fundamentally, this can only be related to the different con-

tinental extents because this is the only difference between the

two. We find that the narrower the continent, the more rainfall

it receives in the equatorial band (Fig. 10). The relationship

between continental width and rainfall in the equatorial band

can be further explained by the fact that the total energy input

into the atmospheric column is greater the narrower the con-

tinent (Figs. S4 and S5). Stronger low-level convergence and

precipitation can therefore be expected to occur in the equa-

torial region of narrower compared to wider continents [pro-

vided that the gross moist stability is small, Neelin and Held

(1987) and see the online supplemental material]. Hence, be-

cause idealized America is narrower than idealized Africa, it

receives more rainfall in the lowCO2 climate. This finding is

important because it helps explain the relatively weak increase

in E along the equator over idealized America, as we will

now show.

In the Budyko framework, evaporation can be thought of as

limited by the available energy at the surface on the one hand,

and by available soil moisture on the other (see section 2b). In

the lowCO2 climate, evaporation over idealized Africa can

clearly be considered to be moisture limited (EP/P . 1,

Fig. 11). Over idealized America along the equator (area A),E

is moisture limited in the lowCO2 climate, but close to the

energy-limited regime (EP/P , 1) due to higher P (Fig. 10). A

large amount ofP leads to a smaller value ofEP/P directly, as the

denominator is large. In addition, surface temperatures—and

thus EP—over land tend to be low where P is high, particularly

in the equatorial band (Fig. S6).

With the strong increase in P in area A in the 50%cond

simulation, this region becomes energy limited in the highCO2

climate (Figs. 11 and S7). In contrast, over idealized Africa E

stays moisture limited in the highCO2 climate for 50%cond.

When E is limited by moisture, E and P increase in step

(in the 100%cond case for both idealized America and Africa,

Fig. 11), but when E becomes energy limited in AM 50%cond,

it cannot keep up with P. Thus, moisture for the strong P

increase in area A must be provided by advection from

surrounding land areas and from the ocean, instead of by

local E. Moisture diverges out of areas B and the eastern

part of C, leading to unfavorable conditions for rainfall

there (Fig. 9). In addition to those smaller-scale dynamics

between area A (P2 E increase) and B/C (P2 E decrease),

the moisture budget decomposition following Seager et al.

(2010) (see the online supplemental material) reveals that

changes in the circulation contribute to the decrease in P 2 E

in area B/C in the 50%cond case, and the increase in area A

(Figs. S8 and S9).

FIG. 9. Colors show changes in the annual mean column-integrated moisture flux conver-

gence or D(P 2 E) (see e.g., Wills and Schneider 2015), and arrows show changes in the

870-hPa moisture flux D(qu) for idealized America when stomatal closure is reduced to 50%

in the highCO2 climate.

FIG. 10. Annual mean, area weighted average (from 108S to

108N) P for different continental extents for the lowCO2 climate

with completely open stomata (100%cond, gray squares) and

the highCO2 climates (100%cond, red circles and 50%cond,

salmon triangles). The sizes of the continents are shown at the top

of the figure.
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It remains an open question for future work to understand

why P increases so strongly in area A in the first place in AM

50%cond, and whether there is actually a causal relationship

between this increase in P and the enhanced moisture diver-

gence out of areas B/C. It is also possible that the moisture

divergence in areas B/C occurs first, leading to stronger mois-

ture convergence into area A. Simulations with higher tem-

poral resolution will provide further insight into the underlying

mechanisms.

Returning to the two continents experiment discussed at the

start of this section, the stronger P decrease over parts of the

idealizedAmazon basin (areas B, C, andD) in 2Cont 50%cond

compared to 2Cont 100%cond can be understood as a com-

bination of local drying due to stomatal closure (mostly in areas

B and C), and a remotely forced drying due to circulation

changes overAfrica (mostly responsible for the drying in areas C

and D). The latter occurs to a similar degree in the 100%cond

and 50%cond experiments, as discussed above (Fig. 6). The re-

motely forced and the local drying combine almost linearly to

give the full P response over areas C and D of the idealized

Amazon basin (see Fig. S10 in the online supplemental material).

For the realistic continents, changes in moisture flux con-

vergence and limits on evaporation are comparable to our

idealized experiments (see Figs. S11 and S12). This suggests

that a similar mechanism might contribute to the amplified

drying over the Amazon basin in ESMs, although this needs to

be investigated further in a separate study using complex

simulations.

d. Radiation versus physiology

Intuitively, one might expect a 50% decrease in stomatal

conductance to result in aP decrease over all continents, due to

restricted evaporation. However, P and E both increase over

parts of each individual continent between 108S and 108N
(Figs. 3 and S3: row 68 to AF, column 50%cond). The radiation

and physiology experiments help decompose DP into the

contributions from changes in radiative transfer (DPrad) and

stomatal conductance (DPphys). Figure 12 shows that stomatal

closure on its own leads to a P decrease on average in the

equatorial band (albeit some areas receive more P, see

Fig. S13), whereas the change in radiative transfer alone leads

to a P increase for each individual continent (see also Fig. 3:

column 100%cond). For idealized Africa, and for the 148 and
1008 continents the two components add linearly to give the full

DP response (Fig. 12). For the other continents the full re-

sponse lies somewhere between the physiology and radiation

responses. This indicates that the full DP is a combination of

increasing P due to changes in the radiative transfer, and the

stomatal closure induced P decrease, but nonlinear effects are

not negligible.

Our radiation and physiology experiments can be compared

to their equivalents in Swann et al. (2016), Skinner et al. (2017),

Kooperman et al. (2018) and Chadwick et al. (2019), albeit

the experiments have slightly different names there. For the

radiation experiments, our findings are consistent with these

studies over the Maritime Continent and equatorial Africa

with increases in all cases (Fig. 12: 68 and 608, and Fig. 3: 68,
100%cond and AF, 100%cond). However, for individual ide-

alizedAmerica P increases in our radiation simulation (Fig. 12,

408 and Fig. 3: AM, 100%cond) but decreases over theAmazon

basin in the equivalent experiments from Swann et al. (2016)

and Kooperman et al. (2018). This is likely due to the presence

of Africa in the ESMs, which has a drying influence on South

America as discussed in previous sections.

The decreases in P in our physiology experiments over large

parts of idealized America and Africa are consistent with

the equivalent ESM experiments from Swann et al. (2016),

FIG. 11. Moisture (red) and energy (gray) limited regions over

idealized America (AM) and idealized Africa (AF) in (a) the

lowCO2 climate with 100% stomatal conductance and the highCO2

climates with (b) 100% and (c) 50% stomatal conductance. White

areas lie between the moisture and energy limit.

FIG. 12. Decomposition of area-averaged (between 108S and

108N) annual mean DP for the 50%cond experiment [DP50%cond

from Eq. (4), dark blue triangles] into the components due to

‘‘physiology’’ [DPphys from Eq. (5), dark green crosses] and

‘‘radiation’’ [DPrad from Eq. (6), light blue pentagons], and their

linear addition (DPrad1DPphys, light green diamonds). The sizes of

the continents are shown at the top of the figure.
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Kooperman et al. (2018) and Chadwick et al. (2019). Over the

MaritimeContinent, however, the physiology response alone is

sufficient to enhance the circulation and rainfall in ESMs,

whereas in our idealized simulations with a narrow island ra-

diative transfer changes are required to produce a clear P in-

crease (cf. row 68, column 50%cond from Fig. S13 and Fig. 3).

This discrepancy is possibly due to the lack of topographic

features on our idealized continent (similar to the discussion in

section 3a), which should be explored in future work. In sum-

mary, whether an individual continent sees an increase or a

decrease in P in the equatorial band with increasing CO2 de-

pends on the balance between the drying due to the physiology

component, and wetting due to the radiation component.

4. Conclusions

The motivation for this study was to understand the projected

amplification of precipitation decreases over the Amazon basin

and increases with warming over the Maritime Continent seen

in Earth system models in response to plant physiological

changes (Swann et al. 2016; Chadwick et al. 2017; Skinner et al.

2017; Kooperman et al. 2018). Using Isca (Vallis et al. 2018),

we design idealized atmospheric general circulation models

with realistic continents and idealized rectangular continents

of varying width. We include a simple parameterization of

vegetation that represents changes in stomatal conductance in

response to CO2 forcing.

In a simulation with realistic continents and topography, a

50% reduction in stomatal conductance with a doubling of CO2

results in stronger and more widespread drying over the Amazon

basin and stronger wetting over the Maritime Continent than

when the vegetation changes are neglected, in accordance with

ESM projections. This provides further evidence that the land

surface influences atmospheric processes (Shukla and Mintz

1982; Bonan 2008; Pietschnig et al. 2019; Laguë et al. 2019), and
that changes in stomatal conductance play a key role in the

projected DP amplification. Furthermore, the stronger drying

over parts of the Amazon basin in response to a decrease in

stomatal conductance implies that deforestation in the Amazon

basin could result in strong precipitation decreases (van der

Ent et al. 2010; Spracklen et al. 2012; Wright et al. 2017), since

evaporation is higher over rain forests compared to tropical

pastures in the Amazon basin (von Randow et al. 2004;

Bonan 2008).

The simulations with two rectangular, flat continents

representing Africa and America, and with a single narrow

continent roughly as wide as the Philippines show a similar

sensitivity of DP to vegetation changes compared to their

realistic counterparts. This suggests that our idealized model

simulations present valuable tools for understanding the pro-

cesses dominating precipitation changes in the realistic simu-

lations and in ESMs.

The narrow continent experiences a much stronger P in-

crease north of the equator when stomata are completely

closed with warming (and thus no evaporation occurs over

land) than when stomata remain open (allowing for moisture

to be provided locally). Ascent increases over the continent

due to increasing surface temperatures caused by the lack of

evaporation over land. The increase in ascent leads to moisture

advection onto the island from the surrounding ocean, indi-

cating that local moisture is less important than additional

uplift for driving precipitation changes over narrow landmasses

in the tropics. This finding confirms recent studies by Kooperman

et al. (2018), Chadwick et al. (2019), and Saint-Lu et al. (2019)

even for our extreme case of no terrestrial evapotranspiration.

In a simulation with idealized Africa and America and no

change in stomatal conductance with warming, a Matsuno–

Gill-type circulation anomaly over idealized Africa leads to

subsidence and drying over parts of the idealized Amazon

basin in areas C and D of Fig. 2b (Pietschnig et al. 2019). The

strength of this teleconnection remains largely unchanged

when stomatal conductance is reduced by 50% in the highCO2

climate. The stronger drying over parts of the idealizedAmazon

basin in the stomatal-closure experiment, particularly in areas

B and C, compared to the simulation where stomata remain

open must therefore be attributable to local changes.

Over idealized America in isolation, rainfall increases with a

doubling of CO2 when stomata remain open. When stomatal

conductance is reduced at high CO2, rainfall decreases over

large parts of the idealized Amazon basin (areas B, C, and D).

Along the equator, however (area A), rainfall increases strongly

when stomatal conductance is reduced. In this case, evapora-

tion near the equator does not increase in-step with precipi-

tation. Moisture for the increase in rainfall must instead be

provided by advection from surrounding land regions (areas B

and parts of C), inhibiting rainfall there, or from the ocean. We

find that high rainfall rates in the lowCO2 climate are likely the

underlying reason for the weak increase in evaporation along

the equator and thus could contribute to the drying of the

Amazon basin. The high rainfall rates in the unperturbed cli-

mate are a consequence of idealized America’s limited longi-

tudinal extent compared to idealized Africa. Thus, the DP
behavior in response to vegetation changes over the idealized

Amazon basin is connected to the continental extent of South

America. Furthermore, we find that changes in the circulation

also contribute to the increase in P2 E in area A, and the P2
E decrease in areas B/C.

Changes in P in response to a doubling of CO2 can be split

into two components (Swann et al. 2016; Skinner et al. 2017;

Kooperman et al. 2018; Chadwick et al. 2019): the contribution

from changes in the radiative transfer (‘‘radiation’’) and the

contribution from stomatal closure (‘‘physiology’’). Our results

show that the radiative-transfer changes alone lead to an in-

crease in P, whereas the changes in stomatal conductance

alone lead to a general drying over each individual idealized

continent. For some of the continents, the full response to a

doubling of CO2 with a 50% decrease in stomatal conductance

is a linear combination of those two effects, but nonlinear

contributions cannot be neglected in general.

While providing insight into the mechanisms that contribute

to the amplification of precipitation change with stomatal

closure over the Maritime Continent and the Amazon basin,

this study also raises new questions for future research. We

hypothesize that the weak increases in evaporation along the

equator over idealized America (area A) might lead to mois-

ture divergence out of areas B and C in the idealized Amazon
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basin, resulting in drier conditions there. In this study, we have

not explicitly shown the chain of causality and it is possible that

the moisture divergence in areas B and C occurs first, leading

to (rather than lagging) the strong precipitation increase

along the equator, or that there is no relationship between

the enhanced divergence (areas B/C) and increased precipi-

tation (area A) at all. We further note that circulation changes

also contribute to enhanced moisture convergence into area

A and divergence from area B (and parts of C). In a separate

study we plan to use data with higher temporal resolution,

particularly immediately after the climate perturbation oc-

curs, in order to determine which changes occur first and

to find causal relationships. In addition, complex Earth

system models should be used in future work in order to test

whether similar mechanisms are at play in the real-world

Amazon basin.

We have also related the net energy input into the atmo-

spheric column to the amount and location of maximum rain-

fall for the idealized continents, but a more in-depth analysis of

the atmospheric energy budget and moisture transports in re-

lation to continental rainfall and precipitation changes will be

the subject of our next study. Another interesting avenue for

future research would be to explore the effects of idealized

topography (similar to e.g., Shi and Durran 2014) on precipi-

tation changes over the Maritime Continent and idealized

America. Finally, our simulations did not include any repre-

sentation of clouds, and studying the impact of cloud feedbacks

on precipitation changes in our idealized simulations certainly

poses an interesting topic for future research. However, since

our results with realistic continents qualitatively agree with

complex model projections of tropical precipitation change

and due to the high uncertainty connected to cloud feedbacks

in Earth system models (Boucher et al. 2013; Zelinka et al.

2020) this study—despite the lack of clouds—provides relevant

insight into rainfall changes for different degrees of stomatal

closure over continents of various sizes, and contributes to our

understanding of tropical precipitation change.
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